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Introduction 
 
Is the “ELD” cluster (Ersu, Lizu, Duoxu) a member of, or closely connected to, Lolo-Burmese? In other 
words, is it descended from Proto-Lolo-Burmese [PLB] or perhaps a sister of PLB? Let us term the 
affirmative response the ELD-LB Hypothesis. 
 
One way to test this hypothesis is to identify lexical items that are exclusive or nearly exclusive to 
Lolo-Burmese (i.e. seldom seen in other TB branches) and then determine if they are present in ELD. 
Another is to see if there are phonemic correspondences that are most easily explained (applying 
Occam’s Razor) by the ELD-LB Hypothesis, i.e. by the presumption of shared innovation. A 
preliminary argument along these lines was made in Chirkova and Handel (2013a), focusing in 
particular on nasal, voiceless nasal, and fricative-initial words. 
 
In this paper we examine tonal correspondences. Chirkova (2014b) was a preliminary presentation of 
intriguing evidence for an affinity between the ELD tone system and the PLB tone system. We here 
present a more detailed and better supported analysis. One hypothesis that could account for the 
evidence is the ELD-LB Hypothesis. However, at this stage of our analysis there are also alternative 
explanations that are plausible. We will present both the positive and negative evidence for the ELD-LB 
Hypothesis. 
 
PTB tones and PLB tones: an overview 
 
Attempts like that of Benedict (1972) to reconstruct a tone system for Proto-Tibeto-Burman [PTB] in 
unchecked (i.e. *vowel-, *glide-, or *nasal-ending syllables) have not been viewed as successful 
(Matisoff 1993, 1998, 2003:12). The currently prevalent view in the field is that PTB was non-tonal, and 
that tone systems have arisen independently in various branches. Across the branches where tonality has 
developed, the mechanisms for tonogenesis and subsequent tone splits have been connected to universal 
physiological properties of the human vocal tract, but the resulting tone systems and conditioning factors 
vary in their details. 
 
The Lolo-Burmese family is a relatively compact and well-defined sub-family within Tibeto-Burman. It 
is uncontroversially reconstructible with a four-tone proto-system.1 In unchecked syllables, PLB has 
three distinctive tones, conventionally labeled *1, *2, and *3, respectively (Burling 1967). (Tone *3 is 
notably less common, i.e. occurs on fewer lexical items, than Tones *1 and *2.) The three-way tonal 
distinction is preserved unchanged in Written Burmese. In checked syllables, there is only one tone (or, 
if you like, no tonal distinction). Although it is not conventional to do so, we will label this tone *4. As 
is typical in omnisyllabic tonal systems throughout East and Southeast Asia, these four tones developed 
high- and low-register allotones conditioned by the phonetic properties of the initial consonant (most 
typically voiceless=high (H), voiced=low (L)). Under certain conditions these allophonic register 

                                                
1 This system is described in various ways, including as a three-tone system and a five-tone system. These are just different 
ways of phonemically and notationally representing the same facts. This will be made clear below. 
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differences became phonologized, leading to tone splits.2 While the voiceless=high / voiced=low 
conditioning pattern is a universal tendency, whether complex clusters and partially voiced initials join 
the high or the low class depends on phonetic details that vary from language to language. The 
relationship between initial consonant type and H/L allotones in Proto-Loloish [PL] Tone *4 is 
distinctive, and has been mapped out by Matisoff (1972), Bradley (1979), and others, and continues to 
be confirmed as additional Loloish languages become better described (e.g. Yang 2010 and 2011 for 
Lalo and Lawu, respectively). Because of its distinctiveness, it is recognized as being a key diagnostic 
for membership in the family. In other words, a necessary condition for arguing that a language belongs 
to Loloish is a plausible pathway of descent in that language’s tone system from the tone *4 H/L 
dichotomy.  
 
Following Matisoff (1972, 1998) and Bradley (1979), with some notational modifications, we present 
the general picture of the interaction of tones and initial types for Proto-Lolo-Burmese (PLB) as follows. 
The PLB initial manner types and their order of presentation are taken from Matisoff (1972), but the use 
of numbers 1-17 as convenient labels is our own. Note that *C represents a voiced consonant. In Tables 
1 and 2, the six simple initial types (1, 2, 9, 10, 12, 15) are bolded. The distinct reflexes of simple *p- vs. 
*b- establishes the fate of high-register (voiceless) vs. low-register (voiced) syllables. In many 
languages voiceless fricatives *s- and *z- pattern with *p- and *b- (high and low) respectively, and 
voiced resonants *m- and *l- pattern with *b- (low). However, there are exceptions to this general 
pattern (as we will see for Lahu reflexes of tone *2 in Table 2). For complex initials that have both a 
voiced and a voiceless element, the tonal register varies according to which element of the cluster 
dominates the pitch effect on the syllable.3 The specific pattern seen in Table 1, in which the presence of 
any voiced element triggers the lower register in checked syllables (aside from Type 17), is typical of 
Loloish languages, and can serve as a diagnostic for membership in that subgroup. 
 

                                                
2 While the H register is higher in pitch then the L register during the allotone phase, after phonologization has occurred the 
pitch values associated with the tone categories may change considerably over time. It is even possible for tones to “flip-flop”, 
i.e. for the H category tone value to be lower than the L category tone value. 
3 This is likely the result of very subtle differences in phonetic realization, such as the relative duration of the voiceless and 
voiced components and their interaction with phonational concomitants of the *tone value. Just to take one example, whether 
an sN- cluster acts like a voiceless or a voiced initial in tonal conditioning probably depends on the relative duration of the 
voiceless and voiced portions of the cluster, among other factors. 
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Table 1: The 17 initial types of Proto-Lolo-Burmese and their register effects on Loloish checked 
tones 

 
PTB 
Source 

Initial 
Type 

Cover 
Symbol 

Tone *4 
register 

PLB Example 
(Matisoff 1972) 

*b 1 *b L *gok ‘crooked’ 
*p 2 *p H *kak ‘basket’ 
*C-b 3 *C-b L *C-dwap ‘cut into pieces’ 
*C-p 4 *C-p L *C-krok ‘six’ 
*N-b 5 *mb L *Nbup ‘rot, spoil’ 
*N-p 6 *mp H *Ntsak ‘drip’ 
*s-b, *ʔ-b 7 *ʔb L *ʔgak ‘branch’ 
*s-p, *ʔ-p 8 *ʔp H *ʔgyak ‘cause to boil’ 
*s 9 *s H *sik ‘tree, wood’ 
*z 10 *z L *zik ‘leopard’ 
*C-s, *N-s 11 *C-s L *C-sak ‘breath, air’ 
*m, *C-m 12 *m L *nak ‘morning’ 
*s-m 13 *hm H *s-mak ‘dream’4 (= *hmak ?) 
*ʔ-m 14 *ʔm L *ʔnak ‘deep’ 
*l, *C-l 15 *l L *wak ‘pig’ 
*s-l, *ʔ-l 16 *ʔl L *ʔrit ‘eight’ 
*kə-l 17 *k-l H *k-rak ‘chicken’ 

 
Tone *4 need not be explicitly marked, since it is predictable from the presence of stop codas (-p -t -k) 
on PLB syllables. Since the H and L registers (allophonic at the PLB stage, phonologized in various 
ways in individual Loloish languages and perhaps already in Proto-Loloish) are predictable from the 
initial type as indicated in Table 1, they too need not be marked. However, it is the custom in the field to 
label PLB and Proto-Loloish checked forms with tone symbols H or L as a reminder of the tone classes 
they develop into. (For reasons that I don’t understand, it seems that most scholars do view this tonal 
contrast as phonemic at the Proto-Loloish stage, e.g. Bradley 1979:208-209.5) For example, the PLB 
form for ‘basket’ is typically presented as *kakH rather than simply *kak, even though the H (allo-)tone 
is predictable from the type 2 *initial. 
 
In most Loloish languages, tones *1, *2, and *3 do not split; rather, each has a single tonal reflex (more 
or less). However, splits do occur in some languages. The splits in Lahu are illustrated below. 
 

                                                
4 Matisoff 1972 is somewhat inconsistent in its notation of voiceless nasals. The chart of developments on page 24 shows 
PTB *s-mak > PLB *hmak (i.e. [m̥-]), representing the change PTB *s-N- > PLB *hN- [N̥-]. But many of the PLB forms 
cited throughout have *s-N-, as *s-mak ‘dream’. This probably reflects some uncertainty about at what stage in the PTB > 
PLB > PL developmental pathway fricative-nasal clusters changed to voiceless nasals. 
5 Yang (2011:130, 132), in an analysis of the Central Loloish language Lawu, even shows contrasting *H vs. *L tones with 
identical initial types, discussing e.g. the distinct development of syllables with plain voiceless initials in tone *4H and tone 
*4L (her *TH and *TL), while nevertheless citing Matisoff (1972) on the Proto-Loloish checked tone system. It is unclear to 
me how her analysis is to be reconciled with the “traditional” view of the Loloish checked tonal split. 
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Table 2: The 17 initial types of Proto-Lolo-Burmese and their register effects on Lahu tones6 
 

PTB 
Source 

Initial 
Type 
Number 

PLB 
Cover 
Symbol 

Tone *1 Tone *2 Tone *3 Tone *4 

*b 1 *b L > 21 P > 54 33 L > 21ʔ 
*p 2 *p H > 33 P > 54 33 H > 54ʔ 
*C-b 3 *C-b L > 21 P > 54 33 L > 21ʔ 
*C-p 4 *C-p H > 33 P > 54 33 L > 21ʔ 
*N-b 5 *mb L > 21 P > 54 33 L > 21ʔ 
*N-p 6 *mp H > 33 P > 54 33 H > 54ʔ 
*s-b, *ʔ-b 7 *ʔb L > 21 F > 11 33 L > 45 
*s-p, *ʔ-p 8 *ʔp H > 33 F > 11 33 H > 54ʔ 
*s 9 *s H > 33 F > 11 33 H > 54ʔ 
*z 10 *z L > 21 F > 11 33 L > 21ʔ 
*C-s, *N-s 11 *C-s H > 33 F > 11 33 L > 45 
*m, *C-m 12 *m L > 21 P > 54 33 L > 21ʔ 
*s-m 13 *hm H > 33 F > 11 33 H > 54ʔ 
*ʔ-m 14 *ʔm H > 33 F > 11 33 L > 45 
*l, *C-l 15 *l L > 21 P > 54 33 L > 21ʔ 
*s-l, *ʔ-l 16 *ʔl H > 33 F > 11 33 L > 45 
*kə-l 17 *k-l ? ? 33 H > 54ʔ 

 
The basic conditioning factor in Lahu for tone *1 is voicing, just as for tone *4. In other words, the basic 
pattern for both tones *1 and *4 is voiceless=H and voiced=L. But note the mismatch in H and L 
categories between Tone *1 registers and tone *4 registers for complex initials of types 4, 11, 14, and 16. 
We use red italic H to indicate a tone *1 high register where the same complex initial conditions a tone 
*4 low register. Basically, in tone *1, the presence of the voiceless element in these complex initials 
triggers the high register, while in tone *4 the presence of the voiced element triggers the low register. 
Under tone *4, “L > 45” indicates a subsequent development within Lahu, in which checked syllables 
with the low register and glottalized initials secondarily lose their checked quality and acquire a rising 
tone (Matisoff 1970). 
 
The tone *2 split was conditioned differently from the tone *1 split; here fricatives and glottalized 
initials (cover symbol F in Table 2) trigger one register, and all other initials (termed here “plain” for 
lack of a better word, cover symbol P in Table 2) trigger a second. 
 
Lisu also has splits in tone *1 and tone *2, but these are conditioned differently than in Lahu: the 
conditioning factor for the split is glottalized vs. non-glottalized, and is identical for both tones (Bradley 
1979:213-214). This difference between Lahu and Lisu split-tone patterns shows that while the tone *4 
H/L splits are shared throughout Loloish, and so were phonetically already present in Proto-Loloish, and 
no doubt phonologized just before or soon after the ramification of Loloish, the tone *1 and tone *2 
splits are later, based on phonetic differences that varied from language to language, i.e. that must have 
been phonologized after the ramification of the family. 
 
The Loloish tonal splits are closely intertwined with the development of initials. In most languages, the 
complex initial types have simplified through mergers with the simple initials, but this does not happen 
                                                
6 Data from Bradley (1979:212) for tones *1, *2, *3 and from Matisoff (1972:23-34) for tone *4. 
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the same way in each language. This means that in each language of the family, it is the combination of 
PLB *initial manner type and PLB *tone that determines the initial manner and tone of the modern 
reflex. As a simple example, consider the tonal and initial reflexes of a few PLB syllable types in Lahu 
and Lisu (adapted from Matisoff 1972:23) in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Tone and manner developments of selected PLB tone *4 syllables types in Lahu and Lisu 
 

PLB syllable type Lahu Lisu 
*bak L pàʔ ba6 
*C-bak L pàʔ ba6 
*mbak L bàʔ ba6 
*ʔbak L pá pa1 
*pak H phâʔ pha2 
*C-pak L phàʔ pha6 
*mpak H bâʔ ba3 
*ʔpak H pâʔ pa2 

 
ELD tones 
 
The dialects of Ersu and Lizu that have been investigated by Chirkova have simple tone systems, 
basically consisting of a high-low contrast on syllables and a limited number of possible tonal patterns 
on polysyllabic words (Ganluo Ersu, Chirkova et al. 2015; Kala Lizu, Chirkova and Chen 2013). 
Looking at the surface tone values of monosyllabic cognates (as in Table 4), it is not obvious that there 
are regular correspondences between the tones of Ersu and Lizu, suggesting the possibility that the tonal 
systems are relatively late independent developments.  
 

Table 4: Surface tone values of monosyllabic cognates in Ganluo Ersu and Kala Lizu 
 

Gloss Ersu Ersu 
tone 

Lizu Lizu 
tone 

month ɬa H ɬæ H 
pig vɛ H wo H 
wheat ʃa H ʃæ H 
sheep jo H ɲo L 
iron ʃɛ H ʃe H 
silver əŋua˞ H ŋu L 
tree si H se L 
chicken ɽa H ɹwæ L 
goat tsʰi H tsʰe L 
four ʒo L ʒe H 
horse Nbo L Nbɹə H 
meat ʃə L ʃə H 
blood ʃo L ʃe H 
gall/bile ʈɽo L tʃə L 
blow ma˞ L mɹə L 
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Yu (2012:136-140), comparing a larger number of Ersu and Lizu dialects (Zeluo and Qingshui Ersu; 
Mianning, Kala, and Naiqu Lizu), reconstructs their common ancestor, which he terms Proto-Ersuic. He 
finds two patterns of regular tonal correspondence and reconstructs two proto-tones: 
 

Proto-Ersuic Ersu Lizu number of forms 
*1 H L 504 
*2 L H 141 

 
There are, however, a significant number of exceptions to these correspondence patterns; in fact, the 
number of cognate sets with tonal mismatches is 143, slightly greater than the number reconstructed 
with Proto-Ersuic tone *2, 141. Yu concludes that the two-tone reconstruction is tentative, with 
confirmation depending on getting more accurate and abundant data. In short, there is little that can be 
concluded with certainty about the origin of the Ersu and Lizu tone systems, and therefore little profit in 
comparing them directly with Lolo-Burmese. 
 
However, Duoxu has a more elaborate tone system belonging to the omnisyllabic type familiar from 
Chinese and Lolo-Burmese. It is already well recognized on the basis of other evidence that Ersu, Lizu, 
and Duoxu are closely related; their phylogenetic grouping is what we have called the “ELD cluster”. 
Through internal analysis of Ersu and Lizu tone systems, and careful comparison with Duoxu, it is clear 
that ELD was tonal, the Ersu, Lizu, and Duoxu tone systems are descended from a common proto-tone 
system, and the Ersu and Lizu tone systems have been significantly distorted by various recent 
independent splits and mergers.7 Even though the details have not yet been fully worked out, this gives 
us confidence that any close correlations between Duoxu tones and the tones of Lolo-Burmese will 
imply a close correlation between the Proto-ELD tone system and the Proto-LB tone system. 
 
The following summary of the Duoxu tonal system is taken almost verbatim from Chirkova 
(2015:105-107, 111). It is presented here in some detail in order to present a complete picture, although 
as we will see, only the monosyllabic patterns are relevant to the current study. All tone numbers are 
given full size, rather than superscripted, for ease of reading. 
 
Duoxu has four contrastive lexical tones on monosyllabic words, three tonal patterns on disyllabic words 
with the root /ə˞/ in second-syllable position (which are slightly longer than monosyllabic words), 15 
tonal patterns on regular disyllabic domains (words and phrases), and neutral tone (or weak stress). The 
four tones on monosyllabic words are (a) high falling 53 (e.g. /mi 53/ ‘destiny, fate’, /vu 53/ ‘wine’), (b) 
mid level 33 (e.g. /mi 33/ ‘bambooʼ, /vu 33/ ‘water’), (c) low level 22 (e.g. /mi 22/ ‘monkeyʼ, /ve 22/ 
‘wear’), and (d) mid falling 31 (e.g. /mi 31/ ‘fire, /vu 31/ ‘be narrow’). The four lexical tones are 
distributed relatively evenly among monosyllabic words. 
 
Words with /-ə˞/ in second-syllable position may have one of the following three tonal patterns: (a) a 
long mid level pattern (33), as in /ʑiə˞ 33/ ‘vegetable oil’; (b) a high-mid pattern (55-33), as in /mi-ə˞ 
55-33/ ‘tears’; and (c) a long rising pattern (25), as in /xaə˞ 25/ ‘be yellow’. Given that the former two 
patterns are also attested on regular disyllabic domains, where they combine the lexical tones of the 
constituting syllables (33-33 and 55-33, respectively), the latter, long rising tonal pattern 25 is also 
analysed as a combination of two lexical tones: tentatively, 22-53 and/or 31-53 (due to tone sandhi; in 
word-initial position, the mid falling tone (31) is realized as low level (22); as a result, the contrast 
between the lexical mid falling tone (31) and the lexical low level tone (22) is neutralized in word-initial 

                                                
7 Chirkova is working on further analysis of the Ersu and Lizu tone systems and there is reason to believe that significant 
progress can be achieved in explaining the developments within each language and relating them to the Duoxu tone system. 
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position). Examples include /njeə˞ 25-pu/ ‘ear’, cf. /njo-bo 22-33/ ‘deaf person’, lit. ‘ear-deaf’; /biə˞ 25/ 
‘honey, lit. bee-liquid?’, from /bi 31/ ‘bee’.  
 
The mean pitch tracks for the four tones on monosyllabic words and the long rising tonal pattern 25 on 
disyllabic words with /ə˞/ in second-syllable position are plotted in Figure 1 on the basis of 195 tokens 
(words in citation form, with a mix of onsets in terms of voicing and sonority), with 2 to 4 repetitions for 
each lexical item.  
 
Figure 1: Four contrastive tones on monosyllabic words and the long rising tonal pattern 25 on disyllabic 
words with /ə˞/ in second-syllable position: (a) the tonal pattern 25 (grey), 9 tokens; (b) tone 53 (red), 44 
tokens; (c) tone 33 (blue), 58 tokens; (d) tone 22 (green), 47 tokens; (e) tone 31 (orange), 37 tokens. 
Plotted as relative time versus Hz. Normalized for duration and mean T3 pitch.  

 
 
Tonal patterns on the examined disyllabic domains combine:  
(1) juxtapositions of lexical tones (as in /vu-zi 33-31/ ‘potion, liquid medicine’, from /vu 33/ ‘water’, /zi 
31/ ‘medicine’),  
(2) combinations of stressed syllables with neutral tone syllables (as in /ɡe 31-pu/ ‘pot, pan’, from /ɡe 
31/ ‘pot, pan’),  
(3) tonal alternations (productive or lexicalized tone sandhi) (as in /ɕe-kʰu 55-53/ ‘wooden bowl’, from 
/ɕe 53/ ‘wood, firewood’, /kʰu 53/ ‘bowl’). 
 
For the present study, it is crucial to note that etymological tones of individual monosyllabic roots in the 
examined disyllabic forms are known only in a limited number of cases (V-O compounds, some nominal 
compounds, some reduplicated forms and noun-classifier combinations). The majority of the examined 
lexicalized words consist of bound roots, whose etymological tones are unknown and whose surface 
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tones may be products of secondary sandhi. For this reason, in most cases underlying tone values are 
only unambiguously clear in monosyllabic lexical items.  
 
Methodology 
 
The approach taken here to analyzing and presenting the patterns of Duoxu tonal development is as 
follows: 
 
First, we identified likely PLB cognates of Duoxu vocabulary by comparing the 866 forms reconstructed 
for PLB in Bradley (1979) with the Duoxu forms with a similar meaning collected during fieldwork by 
Chirkova (as part of word elicitation, translations from Chinese, and narratives in Duoxu [ca. 100 
interlinearized texts]). Given the moribund state of Duoxu, the overall number of collected words for 
this language is relatively limited. Our consultants can no longer recall many words, including even 
many basic vocabulary words. As a result, Duoxu meaning equivalents for many reconstructed PLB 
forms on Bradley’s list are not available for comparison (in particular, in the categories “animals”, 
“birds”, “reptiles, insects, and other animals”, “ethnic groups”, “clothes”, “household tools” and 
“musical instruments”). For those PLB forms for which meaning-equivalent forms could be identified in 
Duoxu, potentials cognates were identified on the basis of similarity of both form and meaning (e.g. /tsa 
22/ : *ʔtsam1 ‘hair’, /ɕu 33/ : *su1 ‘remote 3sg’, /ʃa 33/ : *syam1 ‘iron’). The resulting list of Duoxu 
forms with possible PLB cognates comprises 347 words.  
 
Second, we selected a subset of the Duoxu cognates deemed most reliable for an initial pass of tonal 
comparison, as described below. We then compared the tone categories of those Duoxu words with the 
*tones and *initials of the cognate PLB forms. 
 
Third, we attempted to determine whether the Duoxu tonal system can be accounted for by regular 
conditioned developments, based on the 17 initial types, of a similar kind to those documented for other 
Burmish or Loloish languages (such as those described for Lahu and Lisu above). 
 
The results presented below are based on a preliminary analysis following this methodology. The data 
set used for this round of analysis was selected by the following criteria: 
 
1) Use only monosyllabic Duoxu words whose underlying tonal category is clear. (Tone sandhi effects 
can create problems of analysis for bisyllabic and trisyllabic words, as noted above.) 
2) Use only Duoxu words for which a PLB cognate root can be established with some confidence. 
3) Use only Duoxu words for which the PLB cognate root has a clear tone and initial type. 
 
The idea is to start with the most reliable data subset in order to see if it is possible to establish regular 
patterns of tonal development. If this “first pass” analysis is successful, then these reliable patterns can 
be extended by bringing in additional data and evaluating it in light of the stable basis that has been 
established.  
 
The basic work of the first pass is this: For each of the 68 possible combinations of the four PLB *tones 
and seventeen PLB *initial types, determine if there is a clear pattern of Duoxu tone reflex and initial 
reflex exemplified by the Duoxu data subset.8 Keep track of exceptions. 
 
                                                
8  I use the term “reflex” loosely, since we have not yet established whether Duoxu derives from PLB. The more appropriate 
term would be “correspondents”, but I will use “reflex” for convenience, with the understanding that it represents a tentative 
hypothesis. 
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Results and Data 
 
We began with a set of 347 elicited Duoxu lexical items. Synchronic Duoxu forms were collected in 
2013-2016 as part of the ongoing documentation and description of Duoxu (Documentation Project 
“Ersu and Xumi: Comparative and Cross-Varietal Documentation of Highly Endangered Languages of 
South-West China”, ELDP MDP0257). Cited forms are from Mr. Wu Rongfu 伍荣富, who was 
identified as the most proficient Duoxu speaker during the 2014 survey of all remaining Duoxu speakers 
(Chirkova 2014a). All forms on the list have been checked and confirmed with Mr Wu. The majority of 
forms occur in the corpus of connected texts (narratives and conversations). Sound files for the data set 
used in this study are available as part of sound archives for the phonological sketch of Duoxu 
(Chirkova 2015, http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/content/journals/10.1163/19606028-00442p01), 
a practical grammar of Duoxu (Chirkova and Han 2016), and as part of the language files of the 
documentation project ELDP MDP0257 deposited at the Endangered Languages Archive (ELAR, SOAS, 
University of London, http://elar.soas.ac.uk/deposit/0318).  
 
These 347 forms were matched with reconstructed PLB roots that have similar semantics and phonemic 
shape, as described above. At this stage, the matching is partly impressionistic and partly based on 
emerging patterns of regular correspondence, including reference to Lizu and Ersu cognates of the 
Duoxu words and to work which has already been done identifying PTB and PLB cognates to those 
languages (e.g. Yu 2012, Chirkova and Handel 2013a, 2013b, Chirkova 2014b). We recognize that some 
of these proposed cognate relationships may turn out to be incorrect as work on historical-comparative 
reconstruction of the ELD cluster continues, but at the moment we feel confident that the majority of the 
cognacy judgments are correct. In the case of the many PLB roots with variant (i.e. allofamic) forms, we 
selected the variant form that best corresponded to the segmental features of the Duoxu (and, if extant, 
Ersu and Lizu) cognate words. (See Appendix 2 for a phonological inventory of Duoxu and some 
proposed PLB-Duoxu correspondence patterns.) 
 
Limiting the analysis to monosyllabic Duoxu words reduced the number of data points from 347 to 211. 
Of these, 26 were deemed “problematic”. In some cases the Duoxu form was a duplicate already present 
elsewhere in the data set; in other cases the Duoxu form could not be confirmed as reliable (e.g. only 
recorded in elicitation, not attested in texts, e.g. /tɕa 33/ ‘kick’); in other cases cognacy with PLB was 
doubtful), and in still other cases the Duoxu form was suspected of being a Tibetan loan (e.g. /tu 53/ 
‘thousand’, PLB *ʔ-toŋ 1, WT stong). This reduced the number of Duoxu forms to 185. Further 
excluding forms whose Duoxu tone value could not be definitively determined, whose PLB tone was not 
definitive (e.g. “1/2” as in *nam¹/²/³ ‘smell’, *byaw¹/² ‘blessed, happy’), or whose PLB *manner type 
wasn’t clearly identifiable as one of the 17, reduced the data set still further to 163 forms. This set of 163 
forms is the basis on which the conclusions below were reached. 
 
For many of the theoretically possible 68 combinations of PLB *tone and *initial, no Duoxu forms 
existed in this set of 163 forms. For other combinations, only one or two forms existed, insufficient to 
establish a pattern. But sometimes, even in such a case, a pattern could be determined by combining 
several similar *initial manners together into a larger category. Whenever a pattern was apparent, the 
“regular” tone and initial reflexes were identified, and irregular or exceptional forms were noted. We 
believe that the results given below represent a conservative interpretation of the data that identifies 
regular patterns and avoids excessive speculation. 
 
Table 5 shows how the 163 forms in the Duoxu data set are distributed across the 68 combinations of 
PLB *Tone and *Initial, and how many “regular” and “exceptional” forms were identified within each 
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combination. Blanks indicate that for this combination of initial type and tone, no Duoxu forms in our 
set had a corresponding PLB root. 
 

Table 5: Total number of Duoxu forms in each combination of PLB *Tone and *Initial, with 
determinations of the number of regular (R) and exceptional (E) forms9 

 
 Tone *1 Tone *2 Tone *3 Tone *4H Tone *4L  
*Initial R E R E R E R E R E TOTAL 
1 *b 4 2 7 2 0 1   5 0 21 
2 *p 6 2 6 4   9 0   27 
3 *C-b 0 1         1 
4 *C-p         6 6 12 
5 *mb   0 2 0 1   0 1 4 
6 *mp       2 0   2 
7 *ʔb 1 1 2 0 0 1   0 2 7 
8 *ʔp 2 0   0 1 0 2   5 
9 *s 2 0 4 3 0 1 0 3   13 
10 *z 1 0 2 0       3 
11 *C-s         2 1 3 
12 *m 7 0 7 3 3 0   0 2 22 
13 *hm   1 0   2 2   5 
14 *ʔm 2 0 1 0 0 2   2 0 7 
15 *l 5 1 4 1 2 0   4 2 19 
16 *ʔl 0 2 0 1 3 0   0 2 8 
17 *k-l   0 1   2 1   4 
TOTAL 30 9 34 17 8 7 15 8 19 16 163 

 
As an example of how judgments of regularity have been made, consider the fourth row and fourth 
column, i.e. Duoxu tonal reflexes matching PLB roots with initial *type 4 and tone *4L. There are 12 
such Duoxu forms. If we have as many exceptions (6) as regular reflexes (6) for this combination of 
*initial type and *tone, on what basis do we justify calling one pattern regular? The reason is that the six 
in the regular column all have the same Duoxu tone (31), while the six deemed irregular are in three 
different tones (three with 22, one with 33, two with 53). Moreover, the six deemed regular also have 
regular initial manner reflexes, while not all of the exceptional ones do. Finally, the six deemed regular 
have a tonal pattern that matches other types in its broader category (i.e. voiceless initials). 
 
In Table 6, the tone values for all regular reflexes are given. The rows with basic initials are bolded. The 
regular Duoxu manner reflexes of the 17 PLB initial types are also given. 
 

                                                
9 Note that we do not call the exceptions “irregular”, because it remains possible that these exceptions to the general patterns 
will prove to be regularly conditioned according to a rule that has not yet been discovered. 
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Table 6: Duoxu tone values for the 106 reflexes deemed regular in Table 5. 
 

*Initial Tone *1 Tone *2 Tone *3 Tone *4H Tone *4L Duoxu Initial Manner 
1 *b 33 31   31 b 
2 *p 33 33  53  pʰ 
3 *C-b      b 
4 *C-p     31 pʰ 
5 *mb      b 
6 *mp    31  b 
7 *ʔb 22 31    p 
8 *ʔp 22     p 
9 *s 33 33    s 
10 *z 33 31    z 
11 *C-s     31 s 
12 *m 33 31 33   m 
13 *hm  33  22  m 
14 *ʔm 33 31   22 m 
15 *l 33 31 53  31 l 
16 *ʔl   22   l, s ? 
17 *k-l    53  l, s ? 

 
These results are (mostly) compatible with the ELD-LB Hypothesis if we propose the following tonal 
developments from PLB (or an immediate ancestor of PLB) into ELD: 
 
Tone *1: 
• Regular reflex is 33. This is the reflex found for all six “basic” initial manners (1, 2, 9, 10, 12, 15). 
• ? Reflex of preglottalized stops is 22. This is an uncertain result based on only three examples (all of 

which will be discussed below). 
 
Tone *2: 
• Tone *2 splits into two tones conditioned by voicing. The voiceless (high-register) reflex is 33; the 

voiced (low-register) reflex is 31. The split is quite neat. 
• Preglottalized voiced and resonant initials (7, 14, ?16) pattern with plain voiced initials, i.e. with 

low-register reflex 31. 
 
Tone *3: 
• We have only nine forms of three initial types. Assuming the observed patterns are indeed regular, 

which is not at all certain, the overall nature of the tone *3 developments is unclear. But it appears to 
be different from developments in all other PLB *Tones. 

 
Tone *4: 
• The basic split is between high-register (voiced initials, *H allotone) and low-register (voiceless 

initials, *L allotone), tones 53 and 31, respectively. 
• The reflex of prenasalized voiceless initials (6) is 31 where we expect 53, but this is supported by only 

two reflexes (to be discussed below) and may be incorrect. 
• The complex nasals (13, 14) have tone value 22 (but supported by only two reflexes each, so perhaps 

incorrect; also to be discussed below). 
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Additional notes: 
• In tones *2 and *4, where we see a basic voicing-conditioned split, the pitch value of the high-register 

reflex (i.e. that associated with voiceless initials) is higher than the pitch value of the low-register 
reflex (voiced initials). 

• The distinct preglottalized reflex of tone *1 and the distinct complex nasal reflex of tone *4 are both 22, 
different from the common reflexes of tones *1, *2, and *4, i.e. from 33, 31, and 53. 

 
The patterns noted above are easier to visualize if we re-arrange the rows of Table 6 so that initial types 
conditioning the Proto-Loloish tone *4 split (H vs. L) are grouped together. This has been done in Table 
7: 
 
Table 7: Duoxu tone values for the 106 reflexes deemed regular in Table 5, grouped by H/L type. 

 
*Initial Tone *1 Tone *2 Tone *3 Tone *4H Tone *4L Duoxu Initial Manner 
2 *p 33 33  53  pʰ 
6 *mp    31  b 
8 *ʔp 22     p 
9 *s 33 33    s 
13* hm  33  22  m 
17 *k-l    53  l, s ? 
1 *b 33 31   31 b 
3 *C-b      b 
4 *C-p     31 pʰ 
5 *mb      b 
7 *ʔb 22 31    p 
10 *z 33 31    z 
11 *C-s     31 s 
12 *m 33 31 33   m 
14 *ʔm 33 31   22 m 
15 *l 33 31 53  31 l 
16 *ʔl   22   l, s ? 
 
The values in red represent apparent tone splits that differ structurally from those seen in other Loloish 
languages. They either are incompatible with the ELD-LB Hypothesis; are secondary developments 
(like the Lahu high-rising tone 45 in Table 2); or are the result of faulty analysis of the data. 
 
There are thirty combinations of PLB *Initial and *Tone for which we are tentatively claiming a regular 
Duoxu tonal/initial reflex. We will now provide examples of these thirty, in order according to the rows 
of Table 4. We will normally give two examples illustrating the regular pattern and discuss the 
exceptions. Along with the PLB root and the Duoxu form, Ersu and Lizu cognates are provided. Please 
be reminded that the Ersu and Lizu tonal values are not relevant to the current study.  
 
The complete data set on which the figures in Table 4 and 5 are based is given in Appendix 1. 
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1. PLB voiced stop/affricate (*b > Duoxu b) 
• 1-1. Tone *1 > 33 (4 regular, 2 exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
bridge *dzam 1 dza 33 dzi H dʑe H 
fly *byam 1 dʑa 33 ɡwa˞ L bʑe H 
 
Irregular forms are found in tone 53: 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
set (sun) *gim 1 ge 53 n/c n/c 
 
• 1-2. Tone *2 > 31 (7 regular, 2 exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
ride a horse *dzi 2 dzi 31 Ndzɛ L Ndze L 
eat *dža 2 dʑi 31 dzz̩ L dzə L 
 
The exceptions have tone 22: 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
dig *du 2 tɕe 22 n/c n/c 
wear *gwa 2 ve 22 ʒz̩ L wu H 
The voiceless initial for ‘dig’ is unexplained and may be related to the irregular tone. 
 
• 1-4. Tone *4L > 31 (5 regular, 0 exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
waist *džuk L dʑu 31 dʒu L dʒu H 
crooked *gok L dʑo31 dʑo L dʑoqɐ LH 
 
Two words in this category have the expected 31 tonal reflex but have voiceless, not voiced, initials. 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
poison *dok L tu 31 dzu H dʑu H 
fire, burn *duk L ta 31 n/c n/c 
For ‘poison’, the voiced initials in Ersu and Lizu suggest that the older Duoxu form was /du 31/. The 
devoiced initial in Duoxu is possibly due to contamination from Mandarin dú [tu] 毒 ‘poison’.10 For 
‘fire, burn’, it’s possible that the correct PLB allofam is *ʔduk with preglottalized initial of type 7, 
which would explain the voiceless Duoxu initial but would result in an irregular tone (we would expect 
22). 
 
2. PLB voiceless stop/affricate (*p > Duoxu pʰ) 
• 2-1. Tone *1 > 33 (6 regular, 2 exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
hot, ill *ts(y)a 1 tɕʰa 33 tsʰa H tsʰæ H 
person *tsaŋ 1 tsʰo 33 tsʰo H tsʰo H 
 

                                                
10 From the second half of the Qing dynasty (1644-1911), Duoxu has been in intense contact with Southwest Mandarin. The 
pervasive influence on Duoxu phonology creates serious complications for comparative analysis. We have attempted to 
account for the possibility of such influence wherever relevant. 
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The exceptions are in tone 53: 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
unhulled rice *can 1 tʃʰe 53 Ntʃʰɛ L Ntʃʰe L 
untie *prəy 1 pʰu 53 n/a n/a 
 
• 2-2. Tone *2 > 33 (6 regular, 4 exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
bitter11 *ka 2 kʰa 33 tsʰz̩ L qʰɐ L 
price *pəw 2 pʰe 33 pʰɛ H pʰetsʰə HH 
 
The exceptions are in tones 22, 31, and 53: 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
braid/plait *pan 2 pʰe 22 pʃz̩ L pʃə L 
thorn *tšow 2 dʑu 31 Ntʃʰo H Ntʃʰə L 
side *pa 2 -pʰo 53 -pʰɛ ? -pʰo ? 
The voiced initial in ‘thorn’ is unexpected, and may indicate that the PLB root (or the particular allofam) 
is incorrect. PLB *g(y)oŋ³ is another possibility.12 /pʰo 53/ is a bound root, which only occurs as part of 
disyllabic compounds. The surface tone 53 may be result of tone sandhi. The same applies to the Ersu 
and Lizu forms, their lexical tones are unknown. 
 
• 2-4. Tone *4H > 53 (9 regular, no exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
squeeze *tsit H tsʰi53 n/c n/c 
sharp *tak H tɕʰo 53 Ntʰwa L Ntʰɐ L 
 
4. PLB voiceless stop/affricate with voiced pre-initial (*C-p > Duoxu pʰ) 
• 4-4. Tone *4L > 31 (6 regular, 6 exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
pinch *C-tsit L tsʰi 31 n/c n/c 
nail into *C-tak L tʰo 31 n/a n/a 
 
The exceptions occur with tones 22, 33, and 53: 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
vomit *C-pat L pʰje 22 Npsz̩ L Npɕi H 
push *C-cak L tso 33 dʑo H dʑo L 
give back *C-kok L kʰo 53 ətɕʰi H kʰe L 
The unaspirated initial of ‘push’ may be related to its apparently irregular tone. Duoxu /tso 33/ is one of 
less reliable roots, which are only attested in elicitation. Corresponding Ersu and Lizu forms have voiced 
initials. 
                                                
11 There is a complication with ‘bitter’. Its surface tone is 33. However, in combinations it also occurs with the mid falling 
tone. Consider ‘salty’, literally ‘salt + bitter’, [tɕʰikʰa 55-31], in which ‘salt’ has tone 31. The lexical tone of ‘salt’ is 33 (/tɕʰi 
33/). Tone 33 regularly changes to 55 when followed by the mid falling tone (31) or the low level tone (22) (e.g. Huang and 
Yin 2012: 66). The change from 33 to 55 in ‘salt’ in the combination [tɕʰikʰa 55-31] ‘salty’ is thus consistent with /kʰa/ ‘bitter’ 
having the mid falling tone (31). It is therefore possible that ‘salty’ is not a regular example. 
12 This root’s family is complicated. Ersu and Lizu have prenasalized voiceless aspirated initials, so the PLB/PTB source of 
the ELD cognates is unclear. Note PTB *(d)z(y)u(ː)k, *dz(y)ut as well as *tsow-t. Matisoff 1972:51 #107 gives *Ntsuk H ~ 
*ʔtsuk H 'pierce, stab', which seems a good match for ELD, and notes it is related to *tsow 'thorn'. Could Duoxu come from 
some prenasalized open-syllable form like *Ndzu², to date not proposed? Then we would get the expected result. 
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Might the tone of ‘vomit’ be affected by the onomatopoetic associations of the word? 
 
6. PLB prenasalized voiceless stop/affricate (*mp > Duoxu b) 
• 6-4. Tone *4H > 31 (2 regular, no exceptions; or perhaps 2 exceptions!) 
We expect the normal high-register tone reflex of 53, not 31. We have only two examples, but as you 
can see, they are homophones and etymologically related, so it is entirely possible that this is one 
example that happens to be an exception, and have nothing exemplifying the regular pattern 
 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
grind *N-krit H ge 31 ɖɽɛ H or L dʒe H or L 
mill 
(grinding) 

*m-krit H ge 31 ɖɽɛ H or L dʒe H or L 

Ersu and Lizu forms do not occur in isolation (but always preceded by a object, as in Lizu /ji H dʒe H/ 
‘grind flour’), the lexical tone cannot be established with certainty. 
 
7. PLB preglottalized voiced stop/affricate (*ʔb > Duoxu p) 
• 7-1. Tone *1 > 22 (1 regular, 1 exception) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
star *ʔgray 1 ke 22 ʈɽz̩ H tʃə L 
 
The exception has tone 33: 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
plenty, full *ʔbliŋ 1 be 33 ba˞ H bɹɐ H 
 
The reason we believe that 22 rather than 33 is the regular tonal reflex is because it agrees with the tonal 
reflex of the other preglottalized obstruent initial type, 8-1 below, and because it has the expected 
voiceless initial. It could be that Duoxu /be 33/ should be associated with PLB allofam *briŋ³, which 
would better account for the initial. But we don’t know what the regular pattern is for PLB Tone *3 with 
initial type 1.  
 
• 7-2. Tone *2 > 31 (2 regular, no exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
put, place *ʔda 2 tɕi 31 tsu L tɕi L 
narrow13 *ʔgyiŋ 2 vu 31 ʒɛʒɛ LH ʒuʒu HH  
 
8. PLB preglottalized voiceless stop/affricate (*ʔp > Duoxu p) 
• 8-1. Tone *1 > 22 (2 regular, no exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
sour *ʔkyin 1 tɕe 22 tʃɛ L tʃe H 
hair *ʔtsam 1 tsa 22 tsi H tɕe H 
 

                                                
13 Duoxu /v/ is regular here. It corresponds to Ersu & Lizu /ʒ/ (or /ɽ/, /ɹ/, /ʁ/) when there is a velar element in the PLB initial 
(*gy, *gw, *gr), cf.  
 ‘wear’: Matisoff 2003: 592 #25, 619 #331 *gwa 2 or *wat L, Duoxu ve 22, Ersu ʒz̩ L, Lizu wu H 
 ‘rat’: Matisoff 2003: 618 #138 *k-r-wak H, Duoxu vu 53, Ersu ɡupʰa HH, Lizu ʁopʰæ LH 
 ‘road’: Bradley 1979, cited from Yang 2011: 146 *gra 1, Duoxu vama 33 33, Ersu ɽz̩pʰa HH, Lizu ɹəpʰæ HL 
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9. PLB voiceless fricative (*s > Duoxu s) 
• 9-1. Tone *1 > 33 (2 regular, no exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
iron *syam 1 ʃa 33 ʃɛ H ʃe H 
remote 3sg *su 1 ɕu 33 su, zo L su, zo L 
/su/ in Ersu and Lizu does not occur in isolation, the lexical tone is unknown. /zo L/ is a third person 
pronoun, refers to someone absent or out of sight. 
 
• 9-2. Tone *2 > 33 (4 regular, 3 exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
three *sum 2 so 33 se H ɕe H 
flesh *ša 2 ʃe 33 ʃz̩ L ʃə H 
 
The exceptions occur in tones 22, 31, and 53 (one each): 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
sharpen *si 2 ɕu 22 su L su H  
be familiar *syey 2 se 31 [xa]sɛ LH [h̃u]sə HL 
morning *šaw 2 ʃo 53 Ntʃʰo H Ntʃʰo L 
 
10. PLB voiced fricative (*z > Duoxu z) 
• 10-1. Tone *1 > 33 (1 regular, no exceptions) 
Although we have only one example, we believe it is regular because it fits the pattern for other simple 
voiced initials (see 1-1, 1-12, 1-15). 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
strong, firm *zan 1 dʑe 33 n/c n/c  
However, the affricate (rather than fricative) initial is a problem. 
 
• 10-2. Tone *2 > 31 (2 regular, no exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
use *zum 2 za 31 zi H ʑe H 
child, son *za 2 ʑi 31 zz̩ L zə L 
 
11. PLB voiceless fricative with voiced pre-initial (*C-s > Duoxu s) 
• 11-4. Tone *4L > 31 (2 regular, 1 exception) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
kill *C-sat L se 31 sz̩ L  səsə HH 
breath, air *C-sak L so 31 sɛ H se H 
 
The one exception has tone 22: 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
thirsty *C-sip L ʃa 22 ʃɛ L ʃo L 
 
12. PLB voiced nasal (with our without voiced pre-initial) (*m > Duoxu m) 
• 12-1. Tone *1 > 33 (7 regular, no exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
1sg *ŋa 1 ŋa 33 a H æ H 
weep *ŋəw 1 ŋe 33 Nbɛ L ŋu L 
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• 12-2. Tone *2 > 31 (7 regular, 2 exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
sky *məw 2 me 31 mɛ L me L 
five *ŋa 2 ŋo 31 ŋwa˞ L ɦɐ̃ H 
 
• 12-3. Tone *3 > 33 (3 regular, no exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
make *mow 3 me 33 ŋo L mu H 
day *ne 3 ne 33 ɲo H ɲi H 
high *mraŋ 3 mo 33 Nbo L NbɹəNbɹə LH 
 
13. PLB voiceless nasal (*hm > Duoxu m) 
• 13-2. Tone *2 > 33 (1 regular, no exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
borrow 
(thing) 

*ʔŋa 2 nje 33 xe L  h̃e L 

 
We believe this is regular because it fits the general pattern of the voiceless/voiced tone split for Tone 
*2. 
 
• 13-4. Tone *4H > 22 (2 regular, 2 exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
marrow, 
brain 

*s-nuk H no 22 əɲo H noNbu HH 

sprout *s-nyok H nju 22 ɲo H dzəɲi HL  
 
The exceptions have tones 33 and 53: 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
year *s-nik H nje 33 xi ? h̃e ? 
blow *s-mut H me 53 ma˞ L mɹə L 
Ersu and Lizu forms for ‘year’ do not occur in isolation, but only as part of compounds ‘this year’, ‘last 
year’, etc. 
 
14. PLB preglottalized nasal (*ʔm > Duoxu m) 
• 14-1. Tone *1 > 33 (2 regular, no exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
red *ʔni 1 ni 33 ni H ɲifu HH 
rib, side *ʔnam 1 naə˞ 33 naɽo HH ɲoɹə HH 
 
• 14-2. Tone *2 > 31 (1 regular, no exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
fire *ʔmey 2 mi 31 mɛ L me H 
 
• 14-4. Tone *4L > 22 (2 regular, no exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
deep *ʔnak L no 22 əɲo H ne H 
press *ʔnip L nje 22 zi L ze L 
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15. PLB resonant initial (with or without voiced preinitial) (*l > Duoxu l) 
This initial consonant type is of particular interest because it is the only one of the 17 that provides us 
with regular examples in all four tones, and shows a Tone *3 reflex different from that of Tones *1 and 
*2. 
 
• 15-1. Tone *1 > 33 (5 regular, 1 exception) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
house *yim 1 ja 33 ji H ɲe L 
water *rəy 1 ə˞ 33 ɽɛ H ɹæ ? 
The Lizu form does not occur in isolation. 
 
The one exception has tone 53: 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
rain *r-ywa 1 va 53 əɡwa L Nɡwæ L 
 
• 15-2. Tone *2 > 31 (4 regular, 1 exception) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
heavy *C-li 2 li 31 ənɛ H le H 
snow *wa 2 je 31 zz̩ L ji H 
 
The one exception has tone 33: 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
self, 3sg *yaŋ 2 jo 33 jo L jo H 
 
The exceptional 33 tone might possibly be the result of paradigmatic assimilation with /ŋa 33/ ‘1sg’ and 
/no 33/ ‘2sg’. 
 
• 15-3. Tone *3 > 53 (2 regular, no exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
get *ra 3 va 53 ɽa L ɦɹɐ̃ L 
wait *C-lo 3 lo 53 lo L lo L 
 
• 15-4. Tone *4L > 31 (4 regular, 2 exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
lightning *b-lyap L la 31 [mɛ]ɬjo HH [me]ɬɐ LH 
enter *lap L la 31 la L li H, læ L 
 
The exceptions have tones 22 and 53: 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
eight *ʔrit L ɕe- 22 zz̩ H dʑe H 
sleep *yup L ja 53 je L je L 
 
The Duoxu initial of ‘eight’ suggests that it comes from a variant of the PLB root, perhaps something 
more akin to the PTB root *b-r-gyat ~ *b-g-ryat. In any case, the tonal reflex appears to be irregular but 
may not be. In Chirkova’s data the root /ɕe/ only occurs in combination with the classifier /a/, the 
surface tone pattern of the two-syllable combination is 22-33. Given that in compound-initial position, 
the mid falling tone (31) is realized as low level (22), the underlying tone of /ɕe/ could be 31. Huang 
Bufan and Yin Weibin (2012: 85) give this form in isolation as /ɕe 21/ (their tone 21 corresponds to tone 
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31 in Chirkova’s data). If the underlying tone is in fact 31, this would make the tonal reflex completely 
regular. To be conservative, we leave it in the irregular column for now. 
 
16. PLB preglottalized resonant initial (*ʔl > Duoxu l, s ?) 
• 16-3. Tone *3 > 22 (3 regular, no exceptions) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
moon *ʔla 3 lja 22 ɬa H ɬæ H 
long *ʔriŋ 3 xe 22 ʃɛ L or H ʃɐʃɐ LH 
spirit *ʔla la 22 ɬa L ɬæ H or L 
 
The Duoxu form for ‘long’ possibly reflects a root form with preinitial *s-; cf. Bradley (1979:366 #754) 
*s/m-riŋ³ ‘long’. 
 
17. PLB resonant initial with *k(ə) preinitial (*k-l > Duoxu l, s ?) 
• 17-4. Tone *4H > 53 (2 regular, 1 exception) 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
chicken *k-rak H vo 53 ɽa H ɹwæ L 
satiated *k-wa H ʁa 53 wa L wæ L 
 
The one exception has tone 31: 
Gloss PLB Duoxu Ersu Lizu 
needle *k-rap H ʁa 31 xa˞ H ʁɐ H 
 
Analysis 
 
Matisoff (1974) undertook a comparison of the tone systems of Jingpho and Lolo-Burmese, attempting 
to answer the question of whether imperfect but greater-than-chance tone correspondences reflected 
common inheritance or independent development. He noted that “non-random patterns of 
correspondence emerge” from comparative analysis, notably between the Jingpho high tone and PLB 
Tone *2 and between the high/low split in Jingpho checked syllables and Loloish checked syllables. He 
concluded that Jingpho and Lolo-Burmese shared a recent common ancestor, termed with typical 
Matisovian humor “Jiburish”, which already contained a high-low register split in checked syllables, one 
later lost in the Burmish branch of Lolo-Burmese. Upon reconsideration and analysis of additional data 
from more languages, however, Matisoff (1993) refuted his earlier idea, concluding instead that the 
mechanisms of tonogenesis and tone split are sufficiently universal that they are likely to create similar 
tonal effects through independent parallel development. 
 
As we look at the Duoxu data presented here in comparison with the Lolo-Burmese tonal system, we are 
faced with a question similar to that which faced Matisoff in his comparison of Jingpho with 
Lolo-Burmese: common origin or independent, parallel development? 
 
If all we had in our data was evidence that Duoxu tones reflect an older system in which voicing 
contrasts yielded tone splits, then we would have no basis on which to draw a close genetic connection 
between Duoxu (and by extension the ELD cluster) and Lolo-Burmese. However, we believe the 
evidence summarized above provides grounds for making a stronger claim. First, there is evidence that 
the conditioning factors for Duoxu tonal splits are PLB manners of articulation, i.e. involve innovations 
that have taken place in the development of PLB from PTB that are not shared across the larger family. 
Second, there is evidence for a distinct third tone (found in cognates to PLB Tone *3 words) as a source 
of the modern Duoxu tonal system. As far as I know, Lolo-Burmese is the only family within TB which 
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has a distinct third tone found in this particular set of cognates. Third, the parallels between initial 
manner developments in Duoxu and Lolo-Burmese, and the matching inter-relationships with tonal 
developments, seem to be greater than universal phonetic tendencies alone would account for. Taken 
together with evidence presented for other segmental relationships between ELD and Lolo-Burmese 
(Chirkova and Handel 2013a, 2013b), we feel that the tonal comparison is adding to the weight of 
evidence in support of the ELD-LB Hypothesis. Phrased another way, the ELD-LB Hypothesis currently 
has the greatest explanatory power for the data collected and analyzed so far. 
 
On the other hand, there are reasons to be cautious and await further data and analysis before making too 
confident an endorsement of the ELD-LB Hypothesis. Briefly: 
 
1) Segmental sound correspondences between ELD and PLB have not been fully worked out, so it 
remains to be seen if the entire ELD sound system could be derived from PLB or shown to be a close 
sister to PLB. 
 
2) The number of reliable supporting examples for the tonal correspondences presented above varies 
across tone and initial categories. Additional data may show that some of the posited tonal reflexes are 
incorrect. This might strengthen or weaken the overall argument. 
 
3) There may well be other hypotheses that can equally or better explain the ELD data.  
 
Future Work 
 
The first and most crucial thing is to establish segmental correspondences at a greater level of certainty 
in order to more reliably associated PLB etyma with Duoxu (and ELD in general) forms. At the same 
time, we must use the preliminary results above to analyze more of the Duoxu tonal data (including the 
bisyllabic forms and the “problematic” cases that were thrown out during the first pass of analysis), and 
we must work to fill in blank parts of the chart (given that we have proposed Duoxu tonal values for 
only 30 of the 68 possible combinations).14 Finally, we need to seek out more cognates of PLB Tone *3 
words, as the existence of a distinct third tone would constitute one of the strongest pieces of evidence in 
support of the ELD-LB Hypothesis. 
 
Chirkova’s ongoing work analyzing the tone systems of Ersu and Lizu, and future work on other dialects 
of these languages (some of which are reported to be omnisyllabic) will be crucial to this endeavor.15 
Even more crucial is gathering additional information from the few remaining speakers of Duoxu before 
this moribund language is completely lost to us, and its secrets bearing on the history of Tibeto-Burman 
disappear with it. 
 
Assuming that the ELD-LB Hypothesis remains viable after this work is done, a further question will be 
whether ELD is part of LB proper or is para-LB, i.e. shares a close common ancestor with PLB. 
Answering this question will depend in part on determining whether ELD appears to be Loloish (as 
currently suggested by the tone *4 split pattern) and, if so, if the pattern of initial manner and tone 
development fits with the sound changes posited for one of the subgroups of Loloish (Northern, Central, 
Southern, Southeastern, etc.). There is still much to do! 
 
                                                
14 See the discussion of “eight” at 15-4 above for an example of how we might bring additional Duoxu data into the analysis. 
15 On omnisyllabic varieties of Ersu and Lizu, see e.g. Qingshui Ersu in Liaoping Township, Ganluo County, Liu 2007 
[1983]; some Jiulong varieties of Lizu (based on the ongoing survey of Lizu dialects of Muli, Jiulong, and Mianning 
Counties, ELDP MPD0257).  
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Appendix 1: 163 Duoxu forms, sorted by PLB *initial type, then PLB *tone, then Duoxu *tone 
 
ID Gloss Duoxu Tone Initial PLB allofam I Type Tone 

163 bridge dza³³ 33 dz dzam¹ 1 1 
164 fly dʑa³³ 33 dʑ byam¹ 1 1 
176 slave ve³³ 33 v gywan¹ 1 1 

182 be there, have dʑo³³ 33 dʑ dzaŋ¹ 1 1 
235 set (of the sun) ɡe⁵³ 53 g gim¹ 1 1 
244 finish pi⁵³ 53 p bun¹ 1 1 
18 dig tɕe²² 22 tɕ du² 1 2 
20 wear ve²² 22 v gwa² 1 2 
19 hear / listen ɡe³³  31 g gla² 1 2 
79 thin ba³¹ 31 b ba² 1 2 
85 nine ɡe³¹ 31 g gəw² 1 2 
91 ride a horse dzi³¹ 31 dz dzi² 1 2 
92 eat dʑi³¹ 31 dʑ dzha² 1 2 
94 bee bi³¹ 31 b bya² 1 2 
95 speech / language do³¹ 31 d daŋ² 1 2 

342 be born ba²² 22 b baw³ 1 3 
117 fire, burn vigorously; burn / 

kindle 
ta³¹ 31 t duk L 1 L 

125 sew ɡa³¹ 31 g gyup L 1 L 
128 crooked, bent, return, go back dʑo³¹ 31 dʑ guk L 1 L 
130 waist dʑu³¹ 31 dʑ dzhuk L 1 L 
131 poison tu³¹ 31 t dok L 1 L 
169 hot / ill tɕʰa³³ 33 tɕʰ ts[y]a¹ 2 1 
178 horn ʒe³³ 33 ʒ krəw¹ 2 1 
181 ten tɕʰi³³ 33 tɕʰ tsay¹ 2 1 
186 person, human being tsʰo³³ 33 tsʰ tsaŋ¹ 2 1 
190 flee, escape pʰo³³ 33 pʰ paw¹ 2 1 
308 inside ko³³ 33 kʰ klo¹ 2 1 

242 unhulled rice tʃʰe⁵³ 53 tʃʰ can¹ 2 1 
245 untie pʰu⁵³  53 pʰ prəy¹ 2 1 
16 braid / plait pʰe²² 22 pʰ pan² 2 2 
17 lung / exhale tsʰe²² 

[lunɡ] 
22 tsʰ tsəy² 2 2 

195 bitter kʰa³³ 33 kʰ ka² 2 2 
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199 price pʰe³³ 33 pʰ pəw² 2 2 
202 excrement / rust / blight tsʰi³³ 33 tsʰ ke² 2 2 
203 wash tsʰi³³ 33 tsʰ tsəy² 2 2 
204 salt tɕʰi³³ 33 tɕʰ tsa² 2 2 
98 thorn dʑu³¹ 31 dʑ tshow² 2 2 
225 one; one / only tɕi³³ 33 tɕ ti² 2 2 

294 side pʰo⁵³ 53 pʰ pa² 2 2 
273 upon, upper part, top side, 

surface 
tʰo⁵³ 53 tʰ tak H 2 H 

277 extensive, intense, at its peak, 
big 

kʰa⁵³ 53 kʰ kak H 2 H 

280 squeeze, hold between fingers tsʰi⁵³ 53 tsʰ tsit H 2 H 
281 sharp tɕʰo⁵³ 53 tɕʰ tak H 2 H 
283 bowl kʰu⁵³ 53 kʰ kwak H 2 H 
284 destroy, dismantle tʃʰu⁵³ 53 tʃʰ pyak H 2 H 
285 rat vu⁵³ 53 v k-r-wak H 2 H 
314 half pʰo⁵³ 53 pʰ pak H 2 H 
343 be sharp tɕʰo⁵³ 53 tɕʰ tak H 2 H 
1 cloud tɕa²² 22 tɕ C-dim¹ 3 1 
35 vomit pʰje²² 22 pʰj C-pat L 4 L 
42 swell up wa²² 22 w C-pwap L 4 L 
316 break off a piece / notch / chip kʰe²² 22 kʰ C-ket L 4 L 

228 push tso³³ 33 ts C-cak 4 L 
37 six kʰu³¹ 31 kʰ C-krok L 4 L 
106 pinch tsʰi³¹ 31 tsʰ C-tsit L 4 L 
116 bite kʰa³¹ 31 kʰ C-kuk L 4 L 
119 nail into, affix with force, drive 

in a nail 
tʰo³¹  31 tʰ C-tak L 4 L 

120 munch / bite onto kʰa³¹ 31 kʰ C-krap L 4 L 
133 kneel tu³¹ 31 t C-tuk 4 L 
259 give kʰo⁵³ 53 kʰ C-kok L 4 L 
289 suck tsʰa⁵³ 53 tsʰ C-cut L 4 L 
72 want/ think / love dʑa³¹ 31 dʑ m-ɡa² 5 2 
251 urine zi⁵³ 53 z m-[d]z[y]əy² 5 2 
265 bright / shine ba⁵³ 53 b m-ba³ 5 3 
290 good dje⁵³ 53 dj m-d[y]ak L 5 L 

107 grind ɡe³¹ 31 g N-krit H 6 H 
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339 mill (grinding) ɡe³¹ 31 g m-krit H 6 H 
3 star ke²² 22 k ʔgray¹ 7 1 
76 put, place tɕi³¹ 31 tɕ ʔda² 7 2 
267 dance [sing] dʑa⁵³ 53 dʑ ʔga³ 7 3 
269 plenty, full be³³ 33 b ʔ-bliŋ¹ 7 1 
124 narrow / constricted vu³¹ 31 v ʔ-ɡyiŋ² 7 2 

40 boil, cook tɕo²² 22 tɕ ʔ-glak L 7 L 
113 branch ka³¹ 31 k ʔ-gak L 7 L 
4 sour tɕe²² 22 tɕ ʔ-kyin¹ 8 1 
7 hair tsa²² 22 ts ʔ-tsam¹ 8 1 
25 stretch out tʃe²² 22 tʃ ʔ-dz/tshan³ 8 3 
217 cut by blow, cut off with axe to³³ 33 t ʔtök H 8 H 
304 explode pʰa⁵³  53 pʰ? ʔpuk 8 H 
168 iron ʃa³³ 33 ʃ syam¹ 9 1 
187 who / remote third person 

pronoun 
ɕu³³ 
[person] 

33 ɕ su¹ 9 1 

192 three so³³ 33 s sum² 9 2 
200 flesh ʃe³³ 33 ʃ sha² 9 2 
207 blood ʃu³³ 33 ʃ swəy² 9 2 
90 know, understand, be familiar 

with; know 
se³¹ 31 s syey² 9 2 

211 wheat  ʃa³³ 33 ʃ ʃa³ 9 3 

338 sharpen ɕu²² 22 ɕ si² 9 2 
331 meat ʃe³³ 33 ʃ xa² 9 2 
298 morning, morrow ʃo⁵³ 53 ʃ ʃaw² 9 2 
223 wipe, rub, sweep ɕo³³ 33 ɕ sut H 9 H 
340 sweep ɕo³³ 33 ɕ sut H 9 H 
279 tree, wood ɕe⁵³ 53 ɕ sik H 9 H 
171 strong / firm dʑe³³ 33 dʑ zan¹ 10 1 
83 use za³¹ 31 z zum² 10 2 
93 child, son ʑi³¹ 31 ʑ za² 10 2 
34 thirsty ʃa²² 22 ʃ C-sip 11 L 
111 kill se³¹ 31 s C-sat L 11 L 
118 breath, air, afflatus; 

breath(e)/life 
so³¹ 31 s C-sak L 11 L 

152 ill, sick, fall ill nja³³ 33 nj C-na¹ 12 1 

156 bamboo sprout mi³³ 33 m ma¹  12 1 
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167 I / 1st person pronoun ŋa³³ 33 ŋ ŋa¹ 12 1 
174 cry, sob / weep ŋe³³ 33 ŋ ŋəw¹ 12 1 
183 you, thou / 2nd person pronoun no³³ 33 n naŋ¹ 12 1 
184 look, try njo³³ 33 nj nyey¹ 12 1 
185 tasty ŋo³³ 33 ŋ min¹ 12 1 
81 language na³¹ 31 n ŋam² 12 2 

88 sky / heavens me³¹ 31 m məw² 12 2 
96 horse mo³¹ 31 m mraŋ² 12 2 
97 five ŋo³¹ 31 ŋ ŋa² 12 2 
99 cattle, bull nju³¹ 31 nj nwa² 12 2 
250 many mja⁵³ 53 mj C-mya² 12 2 
258 two ni⁵³ 53 n ni²  12 2 
210 business, make me³³ 33 m mow³ 12 3 
212 day ne³³ 33 n ne³ 12 3 
213 high, be mo³³ 33 m mraŋ³ 12 3 
47 diminutive, little, few nju²² 22 nj nay² 12 2 
62 sit ni³¹ 

[live, 
sit] 

31 n ni²  12 2 

325 cow nju³¹ 31 nj nwa² 12 2 
41 monkey mi²² 22 m myuk L 12 L 
252 grass ʒu⁵³ 53 ʒ (C-)mruk L 12 L 

75b borrow (thing) nje³³ 33 nj s/ʔ-ŋa² 13 2 
10 marrow / brain no²² 22 n s-nuk H 13 H 
45 sprout nju²² 22 nj s-nyok H 13 H 
218 year nje³³ 33 nj s-nik H 13 H 
274 blow me⁵³ 53 m s-mut H 13 H 
158 rib / side naə˞³³ 33 n ʔ-nam¹ 14 1 
6 red ni³³ 

[gold] 
33 n ʔ-ni¹ 14 1 

77 fire mi³¹ 31 m s/ʔ-mey² 14 2 
26 ripe / sweet / delicious mje²² 22 mj ʔmin³ 14 3 
102 fur, body hair mu³¹ 31 m ʔ-mwe³ 14 3 
39 deep no²² 22 n ʔ-nak L 14 L 
43 press nje²² 22 nj ʔ-nip L 14 L 

153 sheep jo³³ 33 j g-yaŋ¹ 15 1 
165 house ja³³ 33 j yim¹ 15 1 
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179 water ə˞³³ 33 -- rəy¹ 15 1 
188 buy vu³³ 33 v way¹ 15 1 
237 rain va⁵³ 53 v r-ywa¹ 15 1 
206 self, he, she jo³³ 33 j yaŋ² 15 2 
74 heavy li³¹ 31 l C-li² 15 2 
86 buckwheat je³¹ 31 j g-ra² 15 2 

87 snow / frost / ice / hail je³¹ 31 j wa² 15 2 
100 sell vu³¹ 31 v rwaŋ²  15 2 
266 wait lo⁵³ 53 l C-lo³  15 3 
268 get / obtain va⁵³ 53 v ra³ 15 3 
336 raise animals ʑu³³ 33 ʑ m-yu¹ 15 1 
38 eight ɕe²² 22 ɕ C-yet L 15 L 
115 lightning la³¹ 31 l b-lyap L 15 L 
126 enter la³¹ 31 l lap L 15 L 
127 drunk, intoxicated je³¹ 31 j yet L 15 L 
129 pig vo³¹  31 w wak L 15 L 
295 sleep ja⁵³ 53 j yup L 15 L 
233 gold, yellow xaə˞³⁵ 33 x s-rwəy¹ 16 1 

239 old li⁵³ 53 l ʔ-li¹ 16 1 
23 moon / month lja²² 22 lj s-la³ 16 3 
24 long xe²² 22 x s/m-riŋ³ 16 3 
28 seed ɕu²² 22 ɕ s-yəw² 16 2 
27 spirit la²² 22 l s/ʔ-la³ 16 3 
230 twist, wrench ɕu³³ 33 ɕ s-yök L 16 L 
123 stand dʑa³¹ 31 dʑ ʔ-ryap L 16 L 
80 tiger la³¹ 31 l k-la² 17 2 
109 needle ʁa³¹ 31 ʁ k-rap H 17 H 
282 chicken / fowl vo⁵³ 53 v k-rak H 17 H 
299 satiated ʁa⁵³ 53 w k-wa 17 H 
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Appendix 2: 163 Duoxu forms, sorted by PLB *initial type, then PLB *tone, then Duoxu *tone 
 
1. Duoxu Initials 

 Bilabial  Labiodental Dental Alveolar Postalveolar Alveolopalatal  Velar Uvular 

Plosive p  pʰ  b  t   tʰ   d   k  kʰ  ɡ  
Affricate   ts  tsʰ dz tʃ    tʃʰ    dʒ tɕ    tɕʰ    dʑ   
Nasal m  n   ŋ  
Fricative  f             v s        z ʃ               ʒ ɕ               ʑ x ʁ 
Approximant      j   
Lateral   l     

 
2. Lexical examples of Duoxu initial consonants 

Initial  Duoxu English Initial  Duoxu English 
p pe³³-pe³³ patch, mend tʃʰ tʃʰe⁵³ rice 
pʰ pʰe³³ price dʒ dʒe²² scold 
b be³³-be³³ climb ʃ ʃe³³ meat 
m me⁵³ blow ʒ ʒe³³ horn 
f fe²² pus tɕ tɕe³³le³³ ladder 
v ve³³ vassal, slave tɕʰ tɕʰe⁵³ goat 
t to³³ cut dʑ dʑe³³ drum 
tʰ tʰo³¹ be good ɕ ɕe³³ pull 
d do³³pʰa³³ belly ʑ ʑi³³ shoe 
ts tsi³³  hemp j je³³ tobacco 
tsʰ tsʰi³³  excrement k ke²² steelyard 
dz dzi³¹  ride (a horse) kʰ kʰe⁴³-kʰe³³ scratch (an itch) 
n ne³³ day ɡ ɡe⁵³ set (of the sun) 
s sa⁵³-sa strike, touch ŋ ŋe³³ sob, cry 
z za²²-za³³ be tender x xe²² be long 
l ko³³le³³ crow ʁ ʁa⁵³ be full (after meal) 
tʃ ʃa³³-tʃe³³ iron nail    

 
3. Duoxu vowel phonemes 
 

 
After denti-alveolar and postalveolar affricates and fricatives (/ts tsʰ dz s z tʃ tʃʰ dʒ ʃ ʒ/), Duoxu has two fricative 
vowels, which are realized as homorganic to the preceding consonant onset: [z]̩ after denti-alveolar affricates 
and fricatives, and [ɹ]̩ after postalveolar affricates and fricatives. Examples include /zi⁵³/ [zz⁵̩³] ‘urine’, /mo³¹ 
dzi³¹/ [mo³¹ dzz³̩¹] ‘ride a horse’, /(dʒi³³dʑi³³) ʒi⁵³/ [(dʒɹ³̩³dʑi³³) ʒɹ⁵̩³] ‘write (a letter)’. The fricative vowels are in 
complementary distribution with /i/ and are analyzed as its allophones.  
 After alveolopalatals, /u/ is realized as [y]. Examples include /dʑu²²-ɕe⁵³/ [dʑy²²-ɕe⁵³] ‘cedar’, lit. 
‘thorn-tree’; /tɕʰu⁵³-tɕʰu/ [tɕʰy⁵³-tɕʰy] ‘jump’. 
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4. Lexical examples of Duoxu vowel phonemes 
i bi³¹ ‘bee’   mi³³ ‘bamboo’ 
e be³³-be³³ ‘climb’  me²² ‘make’ 
a ba³³ ‘mountain’  ma²²-ma⁵³ ‘teach’ 
u bu³³ ‘yak’  mu³³ ‘stealʼ 
o bo³¹ ‘gulley, trench’ mo³³ ‘be tall’ 
 
The rhotic vowel /ə˞/ only occurs in isolation (as in /ə˞³³dʑa³³/ ‘dragon’).  
 
5. Development of manner of articulation of Duoxu stops and affricates, compared with other LB languages 
(Lisu, Lalo, Lahu) (Matisoff 2003: 17). 

PLB Duoxu Example Lisu,  
Lalo 

Lahu 

*P, *C-P Pʰ *paw¹ /pʰo³³/ ‘flee, escape’ 
*C-Pat /pʰje²²/ ‘vomit’ 
*C-tak L /tʰo³¹/ ‘nail in’ 

Pʰ Pʰ 

*ʔB, *ʔP P *ʔ-ba² /pa²²[-ma⁵³]/ ‘frog’ 
*ʔ-ɡa² /[ʑi²²-]ka⁵³/ ‘mute; stupid’ 
ʔtak /to⁵³-to/ ‘to carry in the arms’ 

P P 

*B, *C-B B *ba² /ba³¹/ ‘thin’ 
*daŋ² /do³¹/ ‘speech’ 
*C-na¹ /nja³³/ ‘be ill, sick’ 

B P 

*m-B, *m-P B *m-ɡa² /dʑa³¹/ ‘to want, think, love’ 
*m-k-rəy¹ /ɡe³³[-pi³³]/ ‘skin; outer covering’ 

B B 

 
6. PLB sources of Duoxu initials 

Duoxu PLB source  Examples 
tʃʰ *ky 

*py 
*kyəw¹ /tʃʰe³³[-tɕo³³]/ ‘sweet’ 
*pyak H /[mi²²-]tʃʰu⁵³/ ‘to destroy, to dismantle’ 

dʒ *dy *dyak /dʒu³³-dʒu³³ [me³³]/ ‘truly’ 
tɕ *ʔ-ky 

*t/_*[high] 
*ʔ-kyin¹ /tɕe²²/ ‘be sour’ 
*C-tik L /tɕi³³/ ‘one’ 

tɕʰ *tsy  
*ky 

*tsya¹ /tɕʰa³³/ ‘be hot’ 
*kyi² /[mi³¹-]tɕʰi³¹/ ‘to lift up, to raise’ 

dʑ *by 
*dʒ 
*ɡy  

*byam¹ /dʑa³³/ ‘to fly’ 
*dʒay² /dʑa²²-dʑa³³/ ‘to play’ 
*gyok L or guyk L /dʑu³¹/ ‘waist’ 

m *m[r] *məw² /me³¹/ ‘sky’, *mraŋ² /mo³¹/ ‘horse’ 
n *n  *naŋ¹ /no³³/ ‘you, thou’ 
ŋ *ŋ *ŋa1 /ŋa³³/ ‘I, first person singular pronoun’ 
v [w] *w 

*gw 
*k-r 
*k-r-w 

*way¹ /vu³³/ ‘to buy’, *wak L /vo³¹/ ‘pig’ 
*gwa² or wat L /ve³¹/ ‘to wear’ 
*k-rak H /vo⁵³/ ‘chicken, fowl’ 
*k-r-wak H /vu⁵³/ ‘rat’ 

j *y 
*g-y, *k-y 
*s-ly 
*m-ly  

*yit L /je³¹/ ‘be drunk, intoxicated’ 
*g-yaŋ¹ /jo³³/ ‘sheep’, *N-kyit L /ji³¹/ ‘to move’ 
*s-lya¹ /je⁵³-pu/ ‘tongue’ 
*m-lyak L /jo²²-jo³³/ ‘to lick’ 

l *l, *C-l *lak /lo²²[-ko³³]/ ‘hand’, *s/ʔ-ləy¹ /[me³¹-]le³³/ ‘wind’ 
x *s-r 

*r-y  
*s-riŋ³ /xe²²/ ‘be long’ 
*r-ya¹ /[jo²²-]xa³³/ ‘field’ 

f  *pr 
*sw  

*ʔ-prəy¹ or ʔ-pray¹ /fe²²la³³/ ‘spleen’ 
*swan2 /fu²²tsi⁵³/ ‘garlic’ 

s *s *sap H /sa⁵³-sa/ ‘to rub, to stroke’ 
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*C-s *C-sak L /so³¹/ ‘breath, air’ 
z *z *zum² /za³¹/ ‘to use’ 
ʃ *ʔgʷ, *kʷ 

*sy 
*ʃ 

*ʔgʷəy² or ʔ-ɡʷi² /ʃe⁵⁵pu³¹/ ‘comb’ 
*syam¹ /ʃa³³/ ‘iron’ 
*ʃaw² /ʃo²²ʃo⁵³/ ‘morning’ 

ʒ *kr *krəw¹ /ʒe³³/ ‘horn’ 
ʁ *N-gʷ *N-gʷya² /ʁa²²-ʁa³³/ ‘to chew’ 
ɕ *s-y 

*s/_*[high] 
*s-yəw² /ɕu²²/ ‘seed’ 
*sik H /ɕe⁵³/ ‘tree’ 

ʑ *z/_*[high] *za² > *zya² > /ʑi³¹/ ‘son’ 
 
7. PLB sources for Duoxu rhymes (in order of decreasing frequency) 

Rhyme PLB source Example 
i [ə] *i 

*əy 
*ök 

*ʔ-li¹ /li⁵³/ ‘be old’  
*tsəy² /tsʰi³³/ ‘to wash’ 
*sök H /si⁵³-si/ ‘to scrape, to rub’ 

e *e 
*əw 
*əy 
*an 
*it 
*ik 
*iŋ 

*mo² (ʔ)-ne¹ /ɲe³³[-ma³³]/ ‘sun’ 
*məw² /me³¹/ ‘sky, heavens’ 
*m-k-rəy¹ /ɡe³³[-pi³³]/ ‘skin, outer covering’ 
*ɡyan² /[me³¹-]dʑe³¹/ ‘thunder’ 
*yit L /je³¹/ ‘drunk, intoxicated’ 
*sik H /ɕe⁵³/ ‘tree, wood’ 
*s-riŋ³ /xe²²/ ‘be long’ 

a *a 
*am 
*ap 
*um 

*ba² /ba³¹/ ‘thin’ 
*dzam1 /dza³³/ ‘bridge’ 
*C-kwap L /kʰa³¹/ ‘to bite’ 
*zum² /za³¹/ ‘to use’ 

u *u 
*ok 
*ak (after w-) 
*uk 

*su¹ /ɕu³³/ ‘who’ 
*dok L /tu³¹/ ‘poison’ 
*kwak H /kʰu⁵³/ ‘bowl’ 
*mruk L /mu³¹/ ‘to weed’ 

o *aŋ 
*ak 
*aw 
*ok 
*ey 
*oŋ 

*mraŋ² /mo³¹/ ‘horse’ 
*s-nak H /no⁵³/ ‘black’ 
*paw¹ /pʰo³³/ ‘to flee, to escape’ 
*C-kok L /kʰo⁵³/ ‘to give back’ 
*nyey¹ /ɲo³³/ ‘to look, to try’ 
*ʔdoŋ¹ /tu⁵³/ ‘thousand’ 

ɯ *ok *C-sok or V-sok H /ʃɯ⁵³-ne/ ‘morrow’ 
ə˞ *rəy *rəy¹ /ə˞³³/ ‘water’ 

 


